Driver Education
Final Exam Review Answers

1. 30 mph

2. 30 mph

3. 55 mph

4. 20 mph

5. You can only drive at a speed that is safe for existing conditions.

6. When the sign is out and you are:
   1. on the same side of the road or
   2. on a two lane road—one lane going in each direction.

7. 3 month suspension and/or $150 fine

8. Warning: yellow and orange
   Regulatory: black, white and/or red
   Guide: green

9. a. warning  b. lane reduction

10. a. regulatory  b. yield

11. a. regulatory  b. speed limit

12. a. warning  b. railroad crossing
13. Always after stopping unless there is a sign posted “NO TURN ON RED”

14. 1. Stop behind line.
    2. Roll up so you can see intersection better.
    3. Check for pedestrians and traffic from the left and the left turn lane in front of you.
    4. Go if it is clear.

15. One-way street to a one-way street

16. Treat like a stop sign

17. Caution

18. No, check for vehicles and pedestrians within the intersection.

19. One hazard at a time.

20. 1 hazard

21. 2 or more hazards

22. You have no out, vehicles are on all sides

23. 2-3 seconds between you and the car in front of you.

24. The right to go or proceed first.
25. SIPDE: Scan/search, Identify, Predict, Decide, Execute

26. Perception Distance - weather, large vehicles, time of day. 
   Reaction Distance - drugs/alcohol, distractions 
   Braking Distance - weather, tires, road surface

27. 4 times

28. 2 times

29. Doesn’t matter. (trick question)

30. No acceleration and No braking

31. No acceleration and No braking; turn into the skid

32. The amount of money you pay to get YOUR car fixed.

33. The amount of money you pay to have insurance coverage.

34. Liability

35. 20/40/15

36. Covers damage to your car due to natural disasters, hit and run
37. Covers damage to your car when YOU cause an accident.

38. No

39. 6 months

40. 1 year

41. 2 years

42. 6 months

43. 1 year

44. 1 year

45. 1

46. Extreme hardship cases

47. The involuntary jerking of the eye

48. Parents are liable for underage drinking when they are home in their house or when they provide the alcohol.

49. Right

50. Left
51. Left
52. Right
53. Following distance
54. Protective eyewear and Headlights
55. front/side
56. East/West
57. North/South
58. _____ _____ _____
a 3 digit number, when the number in the hundreds place is odd= specific location, when even = bypass
59. Middle
60. Left
61. Right
62. Easy on and off the expressway